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ON A ABSTRACT STIELTJES MEASURE
by James E. HUNEYCUTT, Jr ( 2 ) 1. Introduction.
In 1955, A. Revuz [4] considered a type of Stieltjes measure defined on analogues of half-open, half-closed intervals in a partially ordered topological space. He states that these functions are finitely additive but his proof has an error. We shall furnish a new proof and extend some of his results to "measures" taking values in a topological abelian group.
Preliminaries.
If X is a set and S is a non-void collection of subsets of X, then S is called a semi-ring provided OA.BGS^AHBeS, ii) A, B E S, A C B => 3 {C,}^o C § such that A =CoCCi C...C €" == B and C,\C,_iGS for Ki<n.
S is a weak semi-ring provided that, in place of ii) we require iii) A, BGS, A£B =^ 3 {C,}^i such that B\A = C) C, and C, H q = 0 if i i-j . here the supremum in 2) and ^3), is ^taken oyer all finite, pairwise disjoint sequences in'^'v^KBife (uftai^'is^a^su^set^fIS^ c / uu Let X ^e^a. toRplo^al ^ice^^nd ^i^ we^k^emi<fing of subsets of X and let ^ : S ^ ^ be finitely additive. 
The main theorems.
,|^p gnn-j'rn'^ >bow B ^i % l&.ri.l nwof^ ^fl ^i.v^.H ^rsn-nn^^ ^ <fn;?'^.
.snrMfaos ^ ^li^u'tof: ^i % ;hi.rh wo-d^ H^;'^ ^w ; (0^1 ,''r Revuz considered the problem of obtaining countable additivity from finite additivity^d^ deriyed.a spit^^ j^l^ity cjpfl^itipn to obtain countable additivity for non-negative real valued functions ( [4] , p. 208). The^^rk ^-this pa^er^emerailzes the regularity condition of Revuz ^soTtha^ ^oi^ntablp aj|^Ltivity, ni^y^he pb$ai^e^ from finite additivity In^he case of a^ function with values in ^ tppolpgical abeltan gfoup.^WV tiso^shbW thaf &n 'ajrgunient'oir'TReviiz^on^rning finite additivity is wrong (Example 3.1) and we give an alternate argument (Theorem 3.2).
. ^y,yL et X be a non-void set and < a binary relation on X. We shall say that (X , <)(HW c(>n^hi^ncii}l6^er ^mrta/&c^-pto^ided,athat
i) < is reflexive, transitive, and antisymmetric.
• .-,,^,~^ ^, --.,,,,^^,.,.,, ^ .
ii) If x and y are metotters^ of l^^hdh^€\^ ^hme ftiember z in X such that z <j;.,and z ^.y^th^n there is a largest (relative to <) such member bf'X pweA^^ote^iA^ "inf^y". W^ qow^form, our ^^ygl^' ^:tK^set. |w>r^ny x,ip .X,C_(x) will denbte the ^set of all niember^^ of ^'sudi thA y<jc, and C^.(x) will denote the set/Q^aH^e^^rs^'o Aat x < y. For each positive integer n and each x, u^\ u\,.. ., u^ in X, let 
We shall use the preceding lemma to prove By Lemma 6.2, we have that S,\S,._^ G S for 1 < i < m ; and w also have S = SQ £ S^ C ... C s^ so we need only show that if S*=S^, then S^. C s^ and S^\S^GS. If^ES^, then ;/ < x ; since S C s* then x G S* and x < x* ; thus y < x*. By definition of S^ , if y G S^ then >/ not < u, for Kf<n and so S^CS^,,=S* .
We also note that S^ = {y G X : y < x but y not < M, for 1 < i < n and ^+1 ={y^X: y <x* but y not < ^ for 1 <i<n}.
Thus, S^+^S^ ={yEX:y<x* but ^ not <.v and y not <M, for 1<i<n} =S(^;^,^,...,^)ES. and S is a semi-ring, a
We recall from Chapter II, that one property that a semi-ring has but a weak semi-ring lacks is that a two-additive function is necessarily •ioi .^ > jon ' r n^fb .^ 3 "• < 1i , £ to nortin Si , S^ ,.. . , S^ in S with S '•= U S, ES and sought to piSk a minimal S, relative to the^orderini <%^He%sfe?fed ((^,^201) that this is pc^sito^ ^inc^ ^^&^^wg,^i^m^©Jii^and^^t he trans^ivg ^ppe^ ^^^,^Q^ i^ g^npiSl^^d^ ,situatp%ŵ hich we cannot pick such a minimal element is shown in 1 > to^T ^ bnB x> ton < Mjd ^x > '< : X3'T}^ ^^/,,;.^8 ^i.niT Example 3.1. -Let (X ,<) ^ tW partially ordered set determined by the following, Hasse diagram wh^re^s usual, n < m provided n is no higher than m aiftf 'there is'an ascending path from n to m. Note that (X , <) is a conditional lower semitat^^^1 132 ^ ^ Si « 83 since 7 E S^ and 7 < 3 = summit of 83 , 83 « S^ since 9 G 83 and 9 < 2 = summit of S^ , and S^ « Si since 8 E S^ and 8 < 1 = summit of S^ . Thus, there is no minimal member relative to the order «.
Even though Revuz's proof is incorrect, we do get finite additivity for such a function ^. In view of Von Neumann's work and the fact that S is a semi-ring, we need only prove that ^ is 2-additive and a relatively trivial modification of Revuz's proof accomplishes this.
For the remainder of the chapter, we shall assume that X is a topological space and (X, <) is a conditional lower semilattice and we shall be interested in the following relationships between the order and the topology : 
where A denotes the symmetric difference. Thus, for regularity, we may require that each member (a, b] be "approximated from the right" by some member (c, d]. To the end of generalizing this regularity for use in our more abstract setting we first of all obtain an approximation notion and then consider "approximation from the right".
Recalling the definitions of Chapter II, we define (Vp)p (S (x ; u, ,. . . , ^)) = sup j £ || ^(S,) ||^ \ where in each case the supremum is taken over all finite, pairwisedisjoint sequences of members of whose union is in S(x ; u^ ,..., u^) . These will be called the variation and the Dunford variation, respectively, of F. We note that these definitions are made so that
I ^ Ip (s) = (V^(S) and (^)p(S) = (DVp^(S)
for each S in and each p in P.
For a regularity condition, we shall consider X^ : // S = S(x ; Mi ,... , u^) G S, £ > 0, and p e P, then there exist neighborhoods V^ of x and V, of M, (1 < i < n) such that whenever x E V^ H C+(x), ^ E V, H C^(u,) (1 < f < n), then we have (^)p(S A S') < £ where S' = SQc'; u\,... , M;,).
X^ : Same as X^ &^r wfrt ^ replaced by \ p. \.
We note that X^ implies X^.
LEMMA. -Let X = C_0) for some y and suppose X^ , X^ , fl^c? X^ are satisfied by (X, <). 77^ jn f5 countably additive on S.
Proof. -Let 'U be the collection of open sets of X and 6, the collection of closed countably compact sets of X. We shall show that is ^D-regular and thus p. will be countably additive. Therefore Si £ S^ £ S and S^ is countably compact by X^ . Now by X^, we may pick the neighborhoods V,(l<^*<^) such that (^pt^ A s ) < £ / 2 -Since Si A S = S/Si whenever S^ C s, we have that (^)p(S\S^)< 6/2.
ii) "outer regularity" : Let S = S(x ', u^ ,..., u^) be in canonical form, p E P and £ > 0 ; since X satisfies X^., for each neighborhood V^ ofjc, there is a z in V^ H C+Oc) such that C_(x)) C (CJz)" Proof. -Let { S,}^° be a pairwise disjoint sequence of members of S such that 0 S, = S Eg. Let S = S(x ; ^ ,... , ^), then S, C s C c_(j0 for 1 < i < oo . If X' = C_0c), then (X', <) satisfies X^ , X^ , and X^. Thus, by the preceding lemma, ^ is countably adn ditive on S H 2^ and so ^ ^(S,) -> ^(S). Therefore, /x is countably i additive on S. a Since X^ implies X^ , we obtain the following COROLLARY 3.2.1. -Let X be a topological space and (X, <) a conditional lower semilattice. If X^ , X^., and X^ are satisfied, then fJ. is countably additive on S.
As an additional corollary, we also obtain Revuz' original result below in Theorem 3.3 ([4], p. 208).
We shall say that a function F defined on X and taking values in the topological space Y is continuous from the right at x in X provided that for each neighborhood U of F(jc), there is a neighborhood V of x such that F(x') E U whenever x' G V n C+Oc).
LEMMA. -Suppose X is a topological space and (X , 0 is a conditional lower semilattice. If (X, <) satisfies X^ and X^ and if F : X ->• R is such that i) /x is non-negative. 
